The Effectiveness of Mini-C-Arm Fluoroscopy for the Closed Reduction of Distal Radius Fractures in Adults: A Randomized Controlled Trial.
Most distal radius (DR) fractures are initially managed with closed reduction and orthosis application. Mini-C-arm fluoroscopy provides assessment of reduction quality in real time. Our null hypothesis was that there would be no difference in the reduction quality of DR fractures in the emergency department when using mini-C-arm fluoroscopy during reduction compared with standard reduction techniques (evaluating reduction quality with orthogonal radiographs taken in an orthosis). Sixty-three consecutive patients with closed DR fractures requiring reduction between April 2015 and April 2017 were prospectively randomized to standard versus fluoroscopically aided reductions. Reductions were performed by orthopedic surgery residents. The primary outcome measurement was reduction quality (radial height, radial inclination, ulnar variance, and volar tilt) as measured on postreduction radiographs. Standard reductions were performed in 34 patients and fluoroscopically aided reductions in 29 patients. The 2 groups were similar in regards to all potential confounders that were analyzed. No differences in postreduction radial height, radial inclination, ulnar variance, or volar tilt were noted. Overall reduction attempts and subjective difficulty of fracture reduction were increased when using fluoroscopy. The rate of initial operative management did not differ between groups. The use of mini-C-arm fluoroscopy during the initial closed reduction of adult DR fractures results in equivalent postreduction radiographic parameters when compared with conventional reduction techniques. Additional research regarding time spent in the emergency department and overall cost could elucidate potential benefits of fluoroscopically aided DR fracture reduction. Therapeutic I.